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Abstract

At the Electronic Circuit Design Group (EEB) of the Eindhoven University of Technology, a
point of research is the field of adaptive digital signal processing.

A widespread algorithm in adaptive filtering is the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm. It
is often used because of its low complexity. The main disadvantage of a filter using this al
gorithm, is the dependency of its performance on the statistics of its input signal. Recursive
Least Squares (RLS) is an algorithm that decorrelates the input signal. One of the main
disadvantages of this algorithm is its complexity. Furthermore, RLS performs decorrelation
based on the adaptive filter length N, and not on the input signal statistics. Orthogonal
Projection for Auto-Regressive signals (OPAR), Efficient Orthogonal Projection for Auto
Regressive signals (EOPAR) and Efficient Projection for Auto-Regressive signals (EPAR),
are examples of parametric update algorithms. In these algorithms, decorrelation is achieved
by making use of prefiltering, which is performed by focussing on the input signal statistics.

To gain insight into parametric adaptive update algorithms, first a whitening filter, used as
prefilter, is analysed and simulated.

Furthermore, the performance of the OPAR, EOPAR and EPAR algorithm is analysed, but
due to complexity, only basic formulas are derived for the EOPAR and EPAR algorithm.

Finally, experiments are carried out to investigate and compare the parametric update algo
rithms.
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1 Introduction

At the Electronic Circuit Design Group (EEB) of the Eindhoven University of Technology, a
point of research is the field of adaptive digital signal processing.

A widespread algorithm in adaptive filtering is the Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm. It
is often used because of its low complexity. The main disadvantage of a filter using this
algorithm, is the dependency of its performance on the statistics of its input signal. A way
to overcome these dependencies is to decorrelate within the update algorithm.

An example of such an update algorithm is the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm.
Two of the main disadvantages of this algorithm however, are its complexity and its numerical
instability. Furthermore, RLS performs decorrelation based on the adaptive filter length N,
and not on the input signal statistics. Therefore socalled parametric update algorithms have
been developped.

Orthogonal Projection for Auto-Regressive signals (OPAR), Efficient Orthogonal Projection
for Auto-Regressive signals (EOPAR) and Efficient Projection for Auto-Regressive signals
(EPAR), are examples of parametric update algorithms. In these algorithms, decorrelation is
achieved by making use of prefiltering, which is performed by focussing on the input signal
statistics.

The objective of this report is to gain insight into parametric update algorithms. First
a prefilter will be analysed and simulated. Furthermore, the OPAR, EOPAR and EPAR
algorithm will be described and partly analysed. Finally, experiments will be carried out to
investigate the parametric update algorithms.
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2 Definitions and notations

In this section definitions and notations that will be used throughout the report are listed.
Most of the definitions an notations will be repeated when first encountered in the report,
but in order to have an overview of the variables used they are listed together.
All signals used are assumed to be real and discrete in time. x[k] thus denotes signal x at
discrete time k. For the definitions distinction has been made between definitions used when
describing the whitening filter and those used when describing the filter that tracks an un
known system.
N .B. : To lower down the number of words used in this report, unless 'filter' henceforth
refers to the 'unknown response channel tracking filter'.

First the notation of vectors, scalars and matrices is given:

Q is a vector

A is a vector

a is a scalar

A is a matrix

Whitening filter

Q =
Qp+l =
g[k] =

4pr [k] =
~[k - 1] =

unless in

Q~+l~[k - P - 1]

=

(al,a2, ... ,ap)t

(ap+I, ap+2, , aoo)t
(a1 [k], a2[k], ,ap[k])t

g[k] - Q

(x[k - 1], x[k - 2], ... , x[k _ p])t

combination with QP+I :
v[k-p-l]

(ap+I, ap+2, ... ,aoo)t(x[k - p - 1], x[k - p - 2], ... , x[-00])

where

ot
x[k] =

p

g[k] =
Q =

4pr [k] =
f3

xp[k]

transpose

whitening filter input signal

whitening filter length

whitening filter coefficients

first p signal model coefficients

whitening filter difference vector

adaptation constant of whitening filter

whitening filter output signal

Unknown response channel tracking filter

w[k] = (wO[k],Wl[k], ... ,WN_l[k])t
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II = (ho,hI, h2 , ••• , hN_I)t
4[k] = ll- w[k] = (do[k], dI[k], ,dN_I[k])t

~[k] = (x[k],x[k-1], ,x[k-N+1])t
elk] = ~t[k]w[k]

elk] = e[k] + s[k] = ~t[k]ll[k] + s[k]
r[k] = elk] - elk]

i,,[k] = (xp[k],x,,[k -1], .. .,x,,[k - N + l])t

where

N = filterlength

w[k] = filter coefficients

II = unknown channel impulse response

4[k] = difference vector

x[k] = input signal

a = adaptation constant of filter

r[k] = residual signal

s[k] = desired output of adaptive system

elk] = recieved response channel output

Furthermore, the following definitions will be used when convergence properties are compu
tated.

Px(k, k - T) = E{x[k]x[k - Tn
p(O) p(l)
p(l) p(O) p(l)

p(M - 1)
p(M - 2)

p(l)
p(M - 1) p(M - 2) p(l) p(O)

QtRx:cQ = A = diag{Ao, A}, ... , AM-I}
Ai is the i th eigenvalue of R:c:c[k]

QtQ = A

g/Q = At

J[k] = E{r2[k]}
Jmin = min(J[k]) = E{s2[kn

J[k] = E{(e[k] - e[k])2} = J[k] - Jmin = Je:c[k]
E{s2[kn Jmin Jmin

J = J[oo]

where

p:c(k, k - T) = autocorrelation function

R:c:c = autocorrelation matrix

3



M

Q

{
p if R:cx refers to a whitening filter
N if Rx:c refers to a response channel filter

is a diagonal matrix containing

the eigenvalues of R

(QO,Ql"" ,QM-l) :
an orthonormal matrix containing

the eigenvectors of R

I = diag{I, 1, ... , I}

Now some measures to describe the quality of an adaptive filter are listed:

• Misadjustment J[k] = E{r2[k]}, with Jmin = E{S2[k]}
This measure describes the amount by which the final value ofthe average mean-squared
error of r[k], deviates from its Ininimum attainable value.

• Relative Misadjustment J[k] J[k]-Jmin
Jmin

• Final Misadjustment J
The value of the relative misadjustment reached in steady state. This value is commonly
expressed in dB.

• Rate of convergence:
The number of iterations required to decrease the relative Inisadjustment by a factor
100.

• Convergence Area:
This is the region of values of the adaptation constant, for which the algorithm converges.

Signal types

A stochastic process can be represented by a model as follows: A row of samples of a stochastic
process, ~[k], may be generated by applying a row of statistically independent inputs 1![k] to
a discrete-time linear filter. The input signal n[k] is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean
and a constant variance:

E{n[k]} = 0, for all n

E{n[k]n[k _ T]} _ {q~ T = 0
- 0 otherwise

In literature three types of stochastic models are distincted:

AR Autoregressive models.
Speech can be modelled by using an AR filter [1].
x[k] is a pth order AR signal if it complies with the following difference equation

p

xar[k] =L aixar[k - i] +n[k]
i=l

4
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Thus only the present value of the model input is used to generate an AR signal. In
fig.la a model for generating AR signals is depicted. Z-transformation of the difference
equation (1) results in:

Har(z) = Xar(z) = 1
N(z) 1 - a1z-1 - a2z-2 - ... - apz-P

The transfer function contains only poles.

MA Moving average models.
x[k] is an r th order MA signal if it complies with the following difference equation

r

xma[k] = L:bin[k - i] +n[k]
i=l

(2)

In fig.lb a model for generating MA signals is depicted. Z-transformation of the differ
ence equation (2) gives:

H () Xarma(z) 1 b -1 b -2' b-r
ma z = N (z) = + 1 Z + 2 Z +...+ r Z

The transfer function contains only zeros.

ARMA Autoregressive-moving average models.
x[k] is an ARMA(p,r) signal if it complies with the following difference equation

P r

xarma[k] = L: ajxarma[k - j] +L: bin[k - i] +n[k]
j=l i=l

(3)

In fig.lc a model for generating ARMA signals is depicted. The class of ARMA signals
contains both the class of MA - ARMA(O,r) - and the class of AR signals - ARMA(p,O).
Z-transformation of the difference equation (3) results in:

H ()
_ Xarma(z) _ 1 + b1z-1+ b2z-2+ ... +brz-r

arma z - -N(z) 1 - a1z-1 - a2z-2 - ... - apz-p

The transfer function contains both zeros and poles.

3 Algorithms for adaptive filters

In this section formulas describing a generic adaptive filter are derived, which lead to the
LMS algorithm: an algorithm with low complexity, whose performance however depends very
strongly on the statistics of the input signal. Two more algorithms are presented, which try
to make the perfomance of the filter independent of the filter input signal statistics, the first
using a non-parametric, the latter a parametric approach. In both cases this means better
performance though additional complexity.
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(a) (b)

---i-''------;~ .~----.__Xa"mJkl

(e)

Figure 1: Signal models for AR (a), MA(b) and ARMA (c) signals

x[k]

Update

r[k]

h

elk]

s[k]

Figure 2: generic scheme of an adaptive filter
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3.1 Introduction to adaptive filtering

The generic form of an adaptive filter for signal estimation is given in fig. 4. It functions
as follows: Signal x[k] leaks through an unknown system with impulse response h, resulting
in the signal e[k]. The measurable signal e[k] consists of both e[k] and a signal s[k] that is
uncorrelated with x[k]. The purpose of adaptive filtering is to receive s[k] as undisturbed as
possible. Hence the task of the adaptive filter W will be to imitate the unknown system h..

As a measure for the performance of the adaptive filter the mean-squared error J will be
taken - the mean-squared error of e[k] minus e[k] :

(4)

The update of the filter weights has to be performed in such a way that J[k] converges. In
fig. 4 it can be seen that e[k] is the outputsignal of a system with impulse response h and
inputsignal x[k]. So e[k] can be written as :

N-I

e[k] = x[k] *h[k] = I: hiX[k - i] = ~t[k]h.
i=O

In the same way :

N-I

e[k] = x[k] *w[k] = I: wix[k - i] = ~t[k]w[k]
i=O

Thus the residual signal r[k] can be written as:

r[k] = e[k] +s[k] - e[k] = ~t[k](l! - w[k]) +s[k]

Applying (5) to (4):

J[k] = E{(~t[k](l! - w[kD +s[k])2}

(5)

(6)

It can be seen that J[k] is quadratic as a function of a single filter weight Wi. In fig. 3 J[k]
is plotted as a function of a single filter weight Wi.

An adaptation in the negative direction of the gradient fJJ/ fJwi implicates an adaptation in
the direction of the optimum value of Wi, as can be seen in fig. 3. For this gradient can be
written:

(7)

So with the following update of the filter weights

w[k +1] = w[k] +2aE{~[k]r[k]}

adaptation will always be in the direction of the optimum value of w : wopto Here a - the
so-called adaptation constant - is introduced. This adaptation constant is needed to regulate

7



J[k]

t

J .
min ---T----

W
i,opt

~w.

I

Figure 3: J[k] as a function of a single filter weight
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the size of the adaptation of the filter weights. The above update algorithm however has
the disadvantage that it contains an expectation, for which an infinite number of samples is
needed. An estimation with very low complexity of this expectation is the momentary value
~[k]r[k]. This' leads to the well-known Least Mean Square update algorithm:

w[k +1] = w[k] +2a~[k]r[k] (8)

(9)

In the LMS algorithm, the inputsignal power influences both the final misadjustment and the
convergence area. A way to overcome this influence of the inputsignal power is to use the
Normalised LMS algorithm. In here the update is performed according to:

2a
w[k] + q~[k]~[k]r[k]

with

q~[k + 1] = jq~[k] + (1 - j)x2[k]
0< 'Y <1

where a low pass filter is used as signal power estimator.

To show the main disadvantage of NLMS, the update formula (9) is rewritten using (5):

2a
w[k + 1] = w[k] + q~[k]~[k](~t[k](l! - w[k]) +s[k])

From the equation above it can be seen that the statistic properties of the input signal ~
strongly influence the adaptation of the filter coefficients w[k] and thus the performance mea
sure J.
A way to overcome these dependencies is to decorrelate within the update algorithm. Adap
tive filters using update algorithms of this kind will be called non-parametric, because they
don't use signal specific properties.

3.2 Non-parametric update algorithms

Because in comparison with the LMS algorithm only the update formula is changed, fig. 2
shows a generic scheme for non-parametric update algorithms. An example of a non-parametric
update algorithm is the Recursive Least Square algorithm. In here the update is performed
according to:

(10)

with:

r'[k] = ~t[k](l! - w[k -1]) +s[k]

Hence the update algorithm can be rewritten as:

w[k] = w[k - 1] + il;; [kk[k](~t[k](h.- w[k - 1]) +s[k])

9



Because k;;[k] ~ (E{~[kl~t[k]})-l the adaptation of the filtercoefficients w[k] does not
depend on the statistic properties of the inputsignal x[k]. However the disadvantage of RLS
is its complexity: Every time a new update of the filtercoefficients is made, a new estimation
of the inverse autocorrelation matrix k;;[k] has to be multiplied by ~[k]r'[k]. Furthermore
it may be considered to be rather odd, that the size of k;;[k] (N X N)
- N = adaptive filterlength - does in no way whatsoever relate to the statistic properties
of x[k]. To overcome last mentio~ed dependency, so-called parametric update algorithms can
be used.

3.3 Parametric update algorithms

The main idea behind time-domain parametric adaptive filtering is to whiten the inputsignal
x[k] before the update is performed. This means that whitening can be performed only
depending on the statistic properties of ~[k] - thus based on the signal model of x[k] and not
related to N. A generic scheme of a filter using a parametric update method is depicted in
fig. 4. If this structure is compared to the structure of a generic adaptive filter, it is obvious
that for the parametric. approach two additional whitening filters are required. Adaptive
whitening filters will be used, to make it possible to whiten non-stationary input signals.

x[k]

UPDATE

/I
elk] elk]

__-------I+~-----;;=::-----{+~- s[k]r[k] ilk]

Figure 4: Generic form of filter using parametric update algorithm
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The update of the filtercoefficients is performed according to :

w[k + 1]

with:

(11)

Tp[k] = i.~[k](l! - w[k]) +sp[k]
xp[k] = whitening filter outputsignal

Notice the resemblence between the generic parametric update algorithm, and the NLMS
update algorithm (9): The parametric update algorithm is a NLMS-like update algorithm,
though uses 'whitened' input signals - unlike NLMS. Equation (11) can be rewritten as:

Using this equation, the relation between the average value of the filtercoefficients and the
statistics of the filter inputsignal xp[k] can be determined:

E{w[k + In E{w[kn

- N2:~ E{i.p[k]i.~[k]w[kn
:Cp

+ ~E{x [k]xt[k]}h
N 2 -p-p-CTxp

+ ::~ E{ip[k]sp[kn
:Cp

(12)

First it is assumed that xp[k] and w[k] may be seperated under E{.}. This assumption is
generally accepted in literature, see e.g. [2]. Furthermore, the whitening filter is assumed to
whiten the inputsignal x[k] in such a way that the eigenvalue ratio (~:;:) of Ripip is close
to 1, and thus E{~p[kl~~[kn ~ I. Finally s[k], hence sp[k], is assumed to be independent of
x[k], hence xp[k], and because E{s[kn = 0, E{i.p[k]sp[kn = O. These assumptions applied to
(12) bring:

E{w[k + In 2Q
~ (1- NCT~ )E{w[kn

:Cp

+ ~h
NCT~ -

:Cp

(13)

So it may be concluded that - on condition of the previously made assumptions - the
adaptation of the filter coefficients does not depend on the statistics of the input signal x[k].
In case of a non-stationary filter input signal x[k] and a non-stationary response channell![k]
an additional advantage of parametric update algorithms becomes obvious: the whitening
adaptive filter can be tuned to track non-stationarities of the input signal, whilst the response
channel tracking illter can be tuned to track non-stationarities of the response channel. In
case of non-parametric algorithms, both these non-stationarities have to be tracked by one
adaptive filter.
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4 Whitening of AR, MA and ARMA signals

From the last subsection it is obvious that the whitening filter plays an important role in
filters using parametric update algorithms. In this section the performance of the whitening
filter will be examined.

4.1 General outline of the whitening filter

In this section, the whitening filter is introduced. Some basic formulas, showing the difference
in response of the whitening filter to different type of input signals, will be derived.

The generic form of the difference equation of an adaptive whitening filter is:

I

xp[k] = x[k] - Eai[k]x[k - i]
i=l

(14)

where xp[k] is the filter outputsignal, x[k] is the filter inputsignal. In fig. 5 an implementation
of the adaptive whitener is given.

x[k]
~~[k]

.. ~
X X ~ - ~[k] o/--~[kl

f-------L~T .~\

Figure 5: Implementation of an adaptive whitening filter

From literature [1] it is known that speech can be modelled by using an AR(p) signal, p ~

10. An AR(p) signal is described by the following difference equation (1):

p

xar[k] = EaiXar[k - i] +n[k]
i=l

where n[k] is a zero mean white noise process

(15)

The whitening filter transfer function consists of only zeros. Because the transfer function of
an AR signal consists of only poles, an AR(p) signal can be whitened by using a whitening
filter with p coefficients: every pole of the AR inputsignal is compensated by a zero of the
whitening filter. This means that the whitening filter produces a white outputsignal. Fig. 6
depicts pole-zero compensation.

12



Xlik]---lk) 1 1 Xar lk)
------.... - =

(1-a1Z-) (1-a~-) A .) • ) (1 -apz-)A(z) (1 -~pZ-;~ A(z) = (1 - 81z - (1 - 8~ -

n

Figure 6: Pole zero compensation

Describing pole-zero compensation using formulas: if an AR(p) signal (15) is applied to an
adaptive whitener (14) ( 1= p and xar[k] = x[k] ) the output of the whitener can be written
as:

p

xp[k] = n[k] - E(ai[k] - ai)x[k - i]
i=l

or in vector notation:

(16)

with notations and definitions are according to section 2.

Hence if g[k] = Q then xp[k] = n[k]. This means that the outputsignal of the whitener is
completely white.
To determine a Normalised LMS update algorithm for the whitening weights g[k] to estimate
Q, proceed similar to the way in which in section 3.1 the LMS formula (8) was derived. First
observe the equivalence between r[k] (5) and xp[k] (16) (s[k] +-+ n[k], w[k] +-+ .d[k],l! +-+ Q).
Using this equivalence in combination with equation (4), an expression for the performance
measure J of the whitening filter is obtained:

and thus

(17)

A normalised algorithm is chosen to limit the influence of the input signal statistics on the
maximum size of f3 for which J[k] converges. Normalising means that the adaptation constant
f3 is divided by the input signal power O'~. Thus comparing (17) to (7) and (8) the following
NLMS algorithm for the whitening filter is obtained:

(18)

Besides AR signals there are two other type of signals, namely MA and ARMA signals 
for a description see section 2. MA(r) and ARMA(p,r) signals are described by the following
difference equations (see (2) and (3) respectively»:

r

xma[k] = E bin[k - i] +n[k]
i=l

(19)
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p r

xarma[k] =E ajxarma[k - j] +Ebin[k - i] + n[k]
j=1 i=1

(20)

An MA-signal can be written like an AR-process with an infinite number of coefficients, by
applying tail division. This is demonstrated for an MA(l) signal with a zero at -bl .

xma[k] = n[k] +b1n[k - 1]
=?

H () Xma(z) b-I
ma Z = N (z) = 1 + 1Z =

1 _ Xar(z) _ H ( )
- N(z) - ar Z

=?

xar[k] = n[k] - (-b1 )xar [k - 1] - (-bl?xar[k - 2] - (-bI)3xar [k - 3] +...
If tail division is applied to MA(r) respectively ARMA(p,r) signals, they can be rewritten in
the following ar-like way:

00

xma[k] = E aixma[k - i] +n[k]
i=1

00

xarma[k] = E a~xarma[k - i] +n[k]
i=1

4.2 Whitening filter performance analysis

(21)

(22)

To gain more insight into the dynamic behaviour of the whitening filter, first the difference
vector will be analysed, which is defined according to section 2.

(23)

An expression describing this vector as a function of k will be be derived for AR, MA and
ARMA signals. It is possible to whiten an AR(p) signal completely with a whitening filter
having p coefficients, as has been shown in the previous subsection. To whiten MA and ARMA
signals however, the whitening filter needs a theoretically infinite number of coefficients,
because of the fact that a zero from a whitening filter inputsignal can only be compensated
by an infinite number of zeros from the whitening filter.

AR:
Substitution of (16) - thus the length of the whitening filter p is chosen in such a way that
it equals the order of the AR inputsignal - and (23) in (18) brings: ( x[k] = xar[k] )

(24)

14



Again - like in the transformation of (11) to (12) - Qpr[k] is assumed to be independent
of ~[k - 1] :

2{3
E{Qpr[k + In ~ (I - 2Rxx)E{Qpr[kn (25)

CTx

with:

E{n[k]~[k - In =0
From this equation it follows that the inputsignal x influences the adaptation of the difference
vector of the whitening filter. It is possible to overcome this dependency, if an RLS update
algorithm is used within the whitening filter instead of the NLMS algorithm. Note that the
size of the inverse autocorrelation matrix required to decorrelate the input signal equals p x p.

MA:

Applying the MA signal model (21) - using vector notation - to the whitening filter (14)
brings: ( x[k] = xma[k] )

xp[k] = n[k] +(Q - Q[k])t~[k - 1] +Q~+I~[k - P - I] (26)

with

Q (al, ... ,ap)t

Q~+l~[k - P - 1] = (ap+I,"" aoo)t(x[k - p - 1], x[k - p - 2], ... , x[-00])

Applying the definition of the difference vector (23) and (26) to the whitening filter update
algorithm (18):

+

(I - 2~~[k - 1]~t[k - I])Qpr[k]
CTx

2~ (n[k]~[k - 1] +Q~+I~[k - P - 1]~[k - 1])
CTx

(27)

For the determinmation of the average behaviour of the difference vector Qpr[k] and ~[k - 1]
are again seperated under E { .}

with:

2{3
~ (I - 2"Rxx )E{Qpr[kn

CTx

+ ~(Q~+lE(P),Q~+IE(P - 1), ... ,Q~+lE(I))t
x

(28)

E(l)
E{n[k]~[k - In

(p(l),p(l+ 1), ... ,p(oo))t

o
(29)

When the dynamic behaviour of the difference vector of AR and MA signals is compared 
(24) and (27) respectively - it is obvious that the difference vector of an MA signal equals
that of an AR signal plus an offset caused by the coefficients ofthe signal model (21) that are
not filtered, Le. that are outside the whitening filterlength p. Note that the equation derived

15



(30)

for the difference vector of AR signals is only valid if the whitening filterlength at least equals
the order of an AR signal applied to it.

ARMA:

Observing equivalence of (22) with (21) conclude that (27) also holds for ARMA signals,
with !:!' = !:!.

When the whitening filter update formula was derived, this was done based on minimizing the
performance measure E{xp[k]xp[kn as a function ofthe whitening filterweights ,g[k]. However,
the whiteness of the whitening filter output signal is the right performance measure for a
whitening filter. In appendix A the dynamic behaviour of Pxp(k, k - r) is computated for AR
signals, in appendix B for MA signals. As shown in appendices A and B, E{~p[k]~p[k - rn
for r > 0 is closely related to E{xp[k]xp[kn. So this is a validation to use the minimum
value of E{xp[k]xp[kn to determine the update algorithm ofthe whitening filterweights. This
measure will however give no insight into the values of the elements of the matrix RxpXp[k],
which influence the average behaviour of the response channel tracking filterweights (see
section 3.3). Because the size of this matrix equals N x N, the influence of xp on the response
channel tracking filter will be limited to the values of Pxp(O)'''',Piip(N - 1). Therefore a
measure for the influence of xp[k] on the response channel tracking filter is :

1 N A" X
WM = - I)max( -\ - ) - 1)

N i=l A Ai

with

In case of a white signal xp[k], all Ai are the same, which corresponds to WM = O.

As has been previously shown, the choice of the whitening filter length p is trivial for AR(p)
signals, not however for MA(r) signals. Therefore, experiments have been carried out in
the next section, to investigate the performance of the whitening filter in case of an MA(1)
inputsignal.

4.3 Experiments

Simulations have been carried out to investigate the performance of the whitening filter 
determined by the value of WM - when the whitening filter piip(k,k - r) has reached its
steady state: now Piip(r) is independent of k. In fig. 7 WM (30) is depicted as a function of
the MA(I) coefficient for p = 1,2,4,10 and N = 16. In fig. 8 the same parameters are plotted
for p = 4,6,8,10 and N = 32.

In both pictures the following features are present: The value of WM increases as the
MA input signal coefficient increases and p decreases. A large adaptation constant may
outperform smaller adaptation constants for small values of p and the MA( 1) coefficient close
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Figure 8: Whitening filter performance for MA(1) input signals, N=32
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to 1. However for small MA(I) coefficients the smallest adaptation constant performs the
best. Between the value of WM for {J = 0.01 and for (J = 0.002 only a minor difference
exists. The results of both experiments relate to a steady state p(T). The advantage of a
large adaptation constant is that the adaptive whitening filter reaches its final state sooner
than in case of a smaller adaptation constant.
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5 Comparison of three parametric algorithms

In this section three different parametric update algorithms for adaptive filters are researched,
namely Orthogonal Projection for AR signals [3], Efficient Orthogonal Projection for AR
signals [3] and Efficient Projection for AR signals [4],[5]. First, the structure of the filters
and a description of the update formulas are presented, second a filter performance analysis
is given - incomplete due to complexity - and finally simulations are carried out. These
algorithms will be compared with respect to the complexity of the filter structure and the
filter performance. Throughout this section it is assumed that, unless otherwise stated, O"~ is

p

stationary. The definitions in section 2, listed under the headline 'response channel tracking
filter' apply to the variables used in this section.

5.1 Filter structures and update algorithms

In this section both the filter structure and a description of the update algorithm are presented
for the three previously mentioned parametric update algorithms. To facilitate the description
of the update algorithms first the definition of the difference vector is restated:

.d[k] = 11-1Q[k] (31)

Orthogonal Projection for AR signals

In section 2.3 a generic update algorithm of a filter using a parametric update algorithm has
been presented (11). Using that algorithm, adding a low pass filter as signalpower estimator
and choosing a NLMS whitening filter ( (14) and (18)) the Orthogonal Projection algorithm
for AR signals is obtained:

w[k + 1] w[k] + ;:~2 ip[k]Tp[k] (32)
0"-:Z:p

with:
p

xp[k] = x[k] - L: ai[k]x[k - i]
i=l

ip[k] (xp[k], xp[k - 1], ... , xp[k - N + l])t
p

Tp[k] r[k] - L:ai[k]ri[k]
i=l

r[k] elk] - elk] = .;.t[k].d[k] + s[k]
ri[k] .;.t[k - i].d[k] + s[k - i] for i = 1, .. . ,p

iT~ [k + 1] = ')'iT~p[k] + (1 - ')')x;[k]p

ai[k + 1] = ai[k] + 2~ xp[k]x[k - i] for i = 1, ... ,p
O":z:

The Orthogonal Projection for AR signals originates from the geometric interpretation of
the NLMS algorithm, introduced in [6], which then was extended via the OP algorithm,
the BOP algorithm [7] and its rewritten version GS-BOP [3], to the OPAR algorithm. The
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geometric interpretation shortly boils down to adaptation of the difference vector .4[k] in
such a way that it becomes more orthogonal to ~[k]. It is desirable that the consecutive
updates of the difference vector do not influence each other, Le. the consecutive update
directions are orthogonal. In the OPAR algorithm, which is a special case of the GS-BOP
algorithm, the difference vector .4[k] is corrected in direction ~p[k], because for AR signals,
this direction is orthogonal to all previous update directions ~p[k - i], i > 0 - in section
3.1 it was derived that an AR(p) signal can be completely whitenened by a whitening filter
with p coefficients - which means that the consecutive updates of the difference vector do
not influence each other. This declares the name Orthogonal Projection for AR signals. The
generic scheme for filters using parametric methods shown in fig. 4 is somewhat misleading:
the OPAR update algorithm proposed is not realised by this scheme, if the response filter h
is not stationary. This is caused by the fact that for the determination of the output fp[k] of
the r -+ f filter (see fig. 4), the signals ~t[k - i].4[k] for i = 1, ... , P are required (see OPAR
algorithm just presented). However, the received output of the response channel e[k] consists
of ~t[k]h.[k]+ s[k] - note h[k] because of non-stationarity - where both s[k] and l![k] are
unknown. Thus ~t[k - i]h.[k] + s[k - i] can not be realised for i other than O. However, if h.
is stationary or slowly varying in time then:

e[k - i] = ~t[k - i]l![k - i] +s[k - i]
::::: ~t[k - i]l![k] +s[k - i] for i = 1, ... ,p

Hence e[k - i]- ~t[k - i]w[k] ::::: ~t[k - i].4[k] +s[k - i] = ri[k]. This implicates that to produce
the residual signals ri[k], every time sample k, the filter coefficients w[k] have to be convo
luted with delayed versions of the filter input signal ~[k - i] - which have to be stored - for
i = 1, .. . ,p. The scheme depicted in fig. 9 is a realisation of the OPAR update algorithm in
case of a slowly varying or stationary response channel h.

Now the complexity of the OPAR algorithm is determined, for which the number of mul
tiplications and divisions required is used as a rough measure. First, a response channel
tracking filter with N coefficients using a NLMS algorithm is required. Second, the filtering
of x[k] -+ xp[k] requires an adaptive filter with p coefficients using an NLMS update algo
rithm. Furthermore, due to the fact that for the computation of ri[k] =~t[k - i].4[k] +s[k - i]
the present value of .4[k] is needed, every time sample k ri[k] has to be newly computated.
To generate all ri[k], P convolutions of length N have to be performed. Finally, ri[k] has to
be multiplied by o'i[k]. Totally - NLMS with r coefficients requires 2r multiplications and 1
division:

OPAR : {~~t~Plications 2N + 2p +pN +P
diVISIons 2 (33)

Efficient Orthogonal Projection for AR signals

The most important contributors to the complexity of the OPAR algorithm are the p con·
volutions of length N that have to be performed to generate the residual signals ri[k]. The
complexity of the OPAR algorithm can be lowered down using the following approximation
(use (13) and (31))

E{.4[k]) ::::: (1 - ~)iE{.4[k - i])
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Figure 9: Realisition of the OPAR algorithm in case of a stationary h

and thus

(34)

This approximation applied to the OPAR algorithm leads to the EOPAR update algorithm:

w[k +1] = w[k] + N2;~ ip[k]fp[k] (35)
Xp

with:
p

xp[k] = x[k] - L lti[k]x[k - i]
i=l

ip[k] = (xp[k], xp[k - 1], ... , xp[k - N + l])t
p

ip[k] = r[k] - L lti[k]fi[k]
i=l

r[k] = elk] - elk] = ~t[k]!l[k] +s[k]

fi[k] = (1 - 2a )ir[k - i] for i =1, ... ,p
N

u~ [k +1] = 'Yu~p[k] + (1 - ')')x~[k]p

ai[k + 1] = dirk] + 2~ xp[k]x[k - i] for i =1, ... ,p
Ux
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The advantage of the EOPAR algorithm over the OPAR algorithm can be attributed to the
fact that in the case of the EOPAR algorithm, it is possible to use a filter to generate the
residual signals 1\[k]. The structure of this filter T --+ f is shown in fig. 10. The structure of
the complete EOPAR filter is similar to the filter depicted in fig. 4.

rOO ------------------------------~

1- 2alpha 1- 2alpha 1- 2alpha I

N N N I
I I
I II J

Figure 10: Realisation of the residual signal adaptive whitening filter for EOPAR

The complexity of a filter using the EOPAR algorithm can now be determined: Again, the
response channel tracking filter and the x[k] --+ xp[k] filter require a filter with N coefficients
using a NLMS algorithm and a filter with p coefficients using a NLMS algorithm respectively.
Furthermore, to generate all Ti[k], 2p multiplications have to be performed to multiply these
signals by (1 - ~)i and by tli[k]. Totally:

EOPAR : {ll~u~t~Plications 2N + 2p +2p (36)
divIsIons 2

If the complexity of the EOPAR algorithm is compared to that of the OPAR algorithm (33)
the EOPAR algorithm requires (N - l)p multiplications less. The factor (1 - ~)i, used to
generate the residual signals Ti[k], approaches 1 for large N. If the residual signals Ti[k] are
not multiplied by this factor, the number of multiplications required decreases by p. Hence
the influence of this factor upon filter performance will also be a point of investigation.

Efficient Projection for AR signals

In literature [4,5] other kind of parametric update algorithms have been presented, which only
filter x --+ xp and omit the filter for T --+ f. This leads to the - in relation to the previous
OPAR and EOPAR algorithm so called - EPAR algorithm:

with:

w[k + 1] (37)

p

xp[k] = x[k] - E CLi[k]x[k - i]
i=I
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ip[k]
r[k]

iT~ [k +1]p

(xp[k],xp[k -l], ... ,xp[k - N + l])t
= elk] - elk] = ~t[k]4[k] +s[k]

'YcT~p[k] +(1 - 'Y)x~[k]

ai[k] + 2~ xp[k]x[k - i] for i = 1, ... ,p
u~

The EPAR algorithm differs from the OPAR and EOPAR algorithm, because the whitening
is performed only by the x -+ xp filter, whilst r is not filtered. This is why EPAR is not
an Orthogonal Projection algorithm. For the realisation of the EPAR structure two filters
using a NLMS update algorithm, having Nand p coefficients respectively, are required. So
the complexity of an adaptive filter using an EPAR algorithm amounts :

EPAR : {~~t~Plications 2N +2p (38)
divlSlons 2

Compared to the EOPAR structure, this means a further reduction of the complexity with
2p multiplications.

5.2 Filter performance analysis

In this section attempts are made to describe the filter's dynamic behaviour. For the OPAR
algorithm a quite elaborate analysis is presented, for EOPAR and EPAR however, only basic
formulas - due to complexity - will be given.
The measure for the performance of an adaptive response channel tracking filter is J[k], which
can be rewritten as - apply (31) to (6):

J[k] = E{(~t[k]4[k] + s[k]). (~t[k]4[k] + s[k])}

Now the following assumptions, which are common in literature, are made:

{
sis independent of x
d is independent of x

Applying these assumptions to J[k]:

J[k] = E{~t[k]4[k]~t[k]4[k]} +E{s2[k]}
= E{gt[k]~[k]~t[k]4[k]} +E{S2[k]} ~ E{i[k]R~~4[k]} +u~

= Je~[k] + u~

Je~[k] = E{gt[k]QQtR~~QQt4[k]} = E{Dt[k]AD[k]}
N-l

= L (A,E{ID/[kW}) = trace{A~[k]}
1=0

with:

(39)

So ~[k] is the main contributor to J[k]. In order to make it possible to compare the per
formance of filters using parametric update algorithms to the performance of filters using
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the NLMS update algorithm - this will show essential differences between the different
algorithms - first ark] is determined for filters using NLMS algorithms. To make a fair
comparison possible, the NLMS algorithm presented in section 3.1 is modified to match the
parametric update algorithms ((32), (35) and (37)) as follows:

2a
w[k + 1] = w[k] + N 2~[k]r[k]

C7:c

Using the definition for the difference vector (31), substituting ~t[k]Q[k] + s[k] for r[k] and
omitting the components containing s[k] singlefold - this may be done because s[k] is assumed
to be independent of x[k] (39) and E{s[kn = 0 - leads to:

a[k + 1] E{D[k + I]Dt[k + In

E{(I - N2a2Qt~[k]~t[k]Q)D[k]D[k](I - N
2a

2Qt~[k]~t[k]Q)}
C7:c C7:c

+ N4~24 E{ Qt~[k]s[k]st[k]~t[k]Q} (40)
C7:c

Orthogonal Projection for AR signals

In this section, a quite complete analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the OP algorithm is
presented, which is partly performed in appendix C.
The update formula of the OPAR algorithm (32) with substitution of f[k] :

w[k +1] = (I - ::~ ip[k]i~[k])w[k] + ::~ (ip[k]sp[k] +ip[k]i~[k]h:)
:Cp :Cp

with:
p

sp[k] = s[k] - I: l1is[k - i]
i=l

(41)

If (31) is applied to this update formula, the following equation, describing the dynamic
behaviour of the difference vector, is obtained:

(42)

Rewriting this equation:

D[k +1] = (I - N2:~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)D[k] - :~ Qtip[k]sp[k]
:Cp :Cp

Thus for the dynamic behaviour of J[k] can be found:

a[k +1] = E{D[k + I]Dt[k + In

= E{(I - ::~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)D[k]D[k](I - N
2
; Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)}

:Cp :Cp
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::~ E{(I - N2~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)D[k]s~[k]i~[k]Q}
~p ~p

::~ E{Qtip[k]sp[k]Dt[k](I - ::~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)}
~p Xp

+ N
42:

2
1 E{Qti.p[k]sp[k]s~[k]i~[k]Q}
Xp

In appendix C, the analysis of the dynamic behaviour of the OPAR algorithm is continued.

The difference in the dynamic behaviour between the matched version of the NLMS algo
rithm and the OPAR algorithm can be attributed to the fact that the matched LMS update
algorithm operates on signal s[k], whilst theOPAR algorithm operates on a filtered version
of s[k], namely sp[k]. This is why sp[k] is likely to be correlated with sp[k - 1], which causes
sp[k] to depend on 4[k].

Efficient Orthogonal Projection for AR signals

In this subsection, the behaviour of the performance of the EOPAR algorithm is observed.
Because of the complexity of the formulas, only an expression describing the difference vector
will be given. The update algorithm (35) contains fp[k], which first will be rewritten

P

fp[k] = r[k] - 2: ai[k]ri[k]
i=l

= ~t[k]4[k] +s[k] - t ai[k](1 - ~)i(~t[k - i]4[k - i] + s[k - i))
,=1

Applying this equation the the EOPAR algorithm (35) whilst using the definition of the
difference vector (31)

2a
4[k + 1] ~ (I - N CT~ Rxpx )4[k]

X p

A 2a 2a
+a1 [k](1 - N) N CT~ Rxpx(I)4[k - 1]

X p

+ap [k](1 - ~)P :~ RXp~(p)4[k - p]
Xp

-ip[k](s[k] - t ai[k](I- ~)is[k - i))
i=l

with:

The convergence of this vector may be determined by introducing a new vector: ~[k] =
(4t [k], . .. ,f[k - p])t : the concatenation of p + 1 consecutive values of the difference vector.
Now all difference vectors contained in ~[k + 1] can be expressed in terms of the difference
vectors contained in ~[k] : substitute only 4[k + 1] in ~[k + 1] by the equation above, and
expressing the other difference vectors contained in ~[k +1] by I times itself - these vectors
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are also contained in ~[k]. So ~[k +1] = A~[k] +l!, where the eigenvalues of A determine the
convergence area of ~[k] and thus of g[k].
It is quite difficult to obtain equations describing the performance J of the EOPAR algo
rithm. Note however, that EOPAR was derived from the OPAR algorithm on basis of the
approximation made in equation (34). The larger 0, the worse this approximation. So the
performance of the EOPAR algorithm will approximate the performance of the OPAR algo
rithm for small o.

Efficient Projection for AR signals

In this subsection formulas describing the dynamic behaviour of the EPAR algorithm for
small 0 are derived.

To determine the performance of the EPAR algorithm, again first the difference equation is
determined using the update algorithm (37) - with substitution for r[k] - and the definition
of the difference vector (31):

g[k +1] = (I - ::~ ip[k]~t[k])g[k] - ::~ ip[k]s[k]
~p ~p

Rewriting this equation :

D[k +1] = (I - ::~ Qtip[kkt[k]Q)D[k] - ::~ Qtip[k]s[k]
~p ~p

For the determination of ark], observe that s[k] and d[k] are not related to eachother, because
s[k] is assumed to be white noise and not related to x[k]. This is different from the OPAR
algorithm, where sp[k] is a filtered version of s[k], hence coloured. Assuming independence
between x, thus xp , and d (39) and omitting the components in which s[k] occurs singlefold
brings:

ark + 1] E{D[k + I]Dt [k + I])

~ E{(I - ::~ Qtip[k]~t[k]Q)E{D[k + I]Dt[k]}(l- :; Qt~[k]i~[k]Q)}
~p ~p

402

+ N 2q
1 E{Qtip[k]s[k]strk]i~[k]Q}
~p

Now the adaptation a[k+l] as a function of k depends on the terms Qt Ri ~Qa[k], a[k]QtR~i Q
. p p

and E{Qtip[kkt[k]Qa[k]Qt~[k]i;[k]Q}.The elaboration of QtRip~Qa[k] shows that, even
if the whitening filter x --+ x decorrelates xp[k] completely - xp[k] = n[k] - this algorithm
is not an OPAR algorithm as follows:

E{Qtip[kkt[k]Q} QtE{!!fkkt[k]}Q
= QtE{A}Q
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where

A
(

n[k]x[k]
n[k - l]x[k]

n[k - N'+ l]x[k]

n[k]x[k - 1]
n[k - l]x[k - 1]

n[k - N + l]x[k - 1]

n[k]x[k - N + 1] )
n[k - l]x[k - N + 1]

n[k - N + l]:x[k - N + 1]

Using the difference equation of AR signals (1), it can be concluded that the diagonal ele
ments in this matrix equal 0';, all the elements of the upper triangle matrix - the diagonal
elements excluded - equal 0, and finally always some elements of the lower triangle matrix
- the diagonal elements excluded - will not equal zero. Hence the EPAR algorithm perfor
mance depends on the filter input signal characteristics.
This is were the analysis ends, due to complexity problems encountered when further elabo
ration of the dynamic behaviour was researched.

5.3 Experiments

For the experiments, two type of response channels have been chosen to investigate the dy
namic behaviour of the parametric filters. First a low-pass frequency response (LP) is chosen
as response channel. In [3] it is shown that if the filter input signal spectrum does not match
the response channel frequency response, the filter performes 'worst'. In the experiments
carried out in this section with a low-pass response channel, the input signal coefficients are
chosen in such a way that the input signal spectrum does not match the LP response channel
frequency response. Second an all-pass (AP) flat frequency response is chosen. This response
channel performs 'neutrally' on input signal spectra.
A run with input signal x, whose dynamic behaviour and final misadjustment are described
by Jx[k] and J x respectively, can be compared to a run with a white noise input signal, whose
dynamic behaviour and final misadjustment are described by Jwgn [k] and J wgn respectively,
as follows:

area under Jx[k]
velocitas(x)

area under Jwgn[k] where Jwgn = J x

where area under Jx[k], means the area enclosed by Jx[k] and J.
This definition expressed in words: run x is compared to a run with gaussian white noise
that has the same final misadjustment as run x. This velocitas is chosen as a performance
measure, because the OPAR and EOPAR algorithm try to provide the response channel filter
with uncorrelated data. However, this measure does not describe the dynamic behaviour of
a run, but is merely a way to express the rate of convergence in combination with the final
misadjustment.
A list containing the final misadjustment of the matched LMS algorithm (5.2) for a gaussian
white noise input signal for different values of Q that will be used in the experiments is given
- use [2] : J ~ (l~a)

a = 0.0125 => 10101og(J) = -18.97dB

a = 0.025 => 10101og(J) = -15.91dB

Q = 0.05 => 10101og(J) = -12.79dB
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a = 0.1 ::::}

a = 0.2 ::::}

a = 0.4 ::::}

10101og(J) = -9.54dB

10101og(J) = -6.0dB

10101og(J) = -1.7dB

The signal power 0'; is chosen in such a way, that 10101og(J[0]) = 20dB.

5.3.1 EOPAR and EPAR compared for AR(1) input signals

In this section, the difference in performance between the EOPAR algorithm and the EPAR
algorithm for AR input signals is examined with experiments. The following parameters
values have been chosen to gain insight into the algorithms:

• N = 1024

.p=l

• f3 = [0.002,0.01]

• a = [0.025,0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4]

• variation of the AR(l) coefficient: [0.2,0.4,0.55,0.7,0.8,0.85,0.9,0.95]

• response channel is All-pass or Low-pass

EP in the text above a picture, refers to the EPAR algorithm, OP refers to the EOPAR
algorithm.
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Figure 11: AP, J as a function of AR(l) coefficient
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Figure 12: LP, J as a function of ARCl) coefficient

In fig. 11 the value of the final misadjustment J is plotted as a function of the ARCl) input
signal coefficient in case of an All-pass response channel, where every curve corresponds
corresponds to a specific value of a - the values of a are listed above - where the upmost
curve corresponds to a = 0.4. The curves plotted have about the same final misadjustment J
for small AR(I) signal coefficient. This facilitates the comparison of the EOPAR and EPAR
algorithm and the comparison for different (3's. From this figure it can be seen that the final
misadjustment J of EOPAR is quite impervious to the ARCl) coefficient, except for a = 0.4.
The final misadjustment J of the EPAR algorithm however, depends very strongly on the
AR(I) coefficient. The length of the curve is an indication of the convergence region: if a
specific experiment carried out does not converge, no value is plotted for J. The convergence
region of EPAR for AR(I) input signals is larger than that of EOPAR. It is hard to see the
difference between the two chosen values of {3, but the curves for (3 = 0.002 turn out to have
a lower final misadjustment J.
In fig. 12 the same variables are plotted, for a Low-pass response channel. There is no basic
difference between this figure and fig. 11, which implicates that the final misadjustlllent J is
independent of the response channel characteristics.

In fig. 13, the velocitas of the EOPAR and the EPAR algorithm is plotted as a function of the
AR(I) input coefficient, for two different values of {3 in case of an All-pass response channel.
The different lines used to plot the different curves, correspond to the lines used in fig. 11. The
velocitas of the EPAR algorithm generally decreases as a increases, whilst the velocitas of the
EOPAR algorithm generally increases as a increases. Comparing the velocitates for different
{3, {3 = 0.002 outperforms {3 = 0.01. For large a EPAR possesses the smallest ve1ocitas, for
small a it is EOPAR that performs best. Again the length of the curves of EPAR is longer
than that of EOPAR, indicating a smaller convergence area for EOPAR.
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In fig. 14 the same variables are depicted as in fig. 13, but now for a low-pass response
channel. The observations made in fig. 13 are still valid, however only for a = 0.4, EPAR
outperforms EOPAR. Comparing both figures, the difference in velocitas is larger for the LP
channel response than for the AP channel response, in favour of the EOPAR algorithm.

5.3.2 EOPAR and EPAR compared for MA(l) input signals

In this section, the difference in performance between the EOPAR algorithm and the EPAR
algorithm for MA input signals is examined with experiments. The following parameters
values have been chosen to gain insight into the algorithms:

• N = 1024

• p = [1,2,3,4,6,8)

• f3 = [0.002,0.01)

• a = [0.05,0.1,0.2)

• variation of the MA(l) coefficient = [-0.2, -0.4, -0.55, -0.7, -0.8, -0.85, -0.9, -0.95)

• response channel is Low-pass

EP in the text above a picture, refers to the EPAR algorithm, OP refers to the EOPAR
algorithm.
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Figure 15: LP, J as a function of MA(l) coefficient for EOPAR

In fig. 15 the value of the final misadjustment J of a filter using the EOPAR algorithm, is
plotted as a function of the MA(l) input signal coefficient in case of a low-pass response
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Figure 16: LP, J as a function of MA(l) coefficient for EPAR

channel, where three bunches of curves can be distincted in each of the four plots. The
different bunches correspond to different a - the upmost curve corresponds to a = 0.2, the
downmost to a = 0.05 - and for each a, 6 values of p have been examined. From this figure
it can be seen that an increasing whitening filter length p corresponds with an increasing final
misadjustment J. However, the larger a, the larger the difference in J for distinct p. In fig. 16
the same variables are shown, for the EPAR algorithm. Notice that in every picture only one
curve stops before the end of the x-axis is reached : that for p = 1. This is not caused by
divergence, buth rather by too slow a convergence. It is clear that if compared to the EOPAR
algorithm, the final misadjustment of the EPAR algorithm is less sensitive to increasing a
and p. Only for a =0.05, EPAR and EOPAR reach about the same J, for larger a, the final
misadjustment of EOPAR increases rapidly, as p increases, whilst the final misadjustment of
EPAR is less sensitive to variation of p. For both EPAR and EOPAR, no major difference
between f3 = 0.002 and f3 = 0.01 is noticable, though f3 = 0.002 performs somewhat better
than f3 =0.01. As for the convergence area, EPAR converges in all cases, EOPAR however,
has curves that do not reach their end for a = 0.2.

In fig. 17 the velocitas of a filter using the EOPAR algorithm, is plotted as a function of
the MA(l) input signal coefficient in case of a low-pass response channel and f3 = 0.002.
The larger a, the larger the minimum value of velocitas attaina.ble, though this minimum is
achieved for smaller p. For instance for a = 0.1, the curves for p = 3 and p = 6 are almost
identical. If this is related to the plot for the final misadjustment, where J for p = 6 is much
larger than J for p = 3 for large MA(l) coefficient, this implicates, that though for p = 6
decorrelation is performed better than for p =3, due to the fact that the value of J reached
for p = 6 is much larger than that for p = 3, the velocitas for p = 3 and p = 6 are comparable.
In fig. 18 the same variables are depicted, for f3 = 0.01. No shocking differences between
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f3 = 0.002 and f3 = 0.01 can be observed from this picture, but f3
perform somewhat better then f3 = 0.01.

0.002 turns out to
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In fig. 19 the velocitas of a filter using the EPAR algorithm, is plotted as a function of the
MA(l) input signal coefficient in case of a low-pass response channel and {3 = 0.002. The
larger Q, the smaller the minimum value of velocitas attainable. Still this value is larger than
that reached by EOPAR. Even for Q = 0.2, the velocitas reached by EOPAR for {3 = '0.002
and p = 2 equals about the velocitas attained by EPAR, for {3 = 0.002 and p = 4 In fig. 20 the
same variables are depicted, for {3 = 0.01. Again no major differences between {3 = 0.002 and
{3 = 0.01 are observed, though {3 = 0.002 turns out to perform slightly better than {3 = 0.01.
The velocitas combined with the final misadjustment used to describe a specific experiment,
do not fully describe the dynamic behaviour of that experiment. In fig. 21 the dynamic
behaviour of EPAR and that of EOPAR is depicted as a function of p, with the following
characterising parameters: Q = 0.05, N = 128, (3 = 0.01, a low-pass response channel and a
MA(l) input signal with coefficient 0.9. From fig. 18 and fig. 20 (N = 1024), it is expected
that this combination of parameters is clearly in favour of the EOPAR algorithm. The final
misadjustment is not shown in this picture, but it shows that the EOPAR algorithm performs
better decorrelation than the EPAR algorithm.
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Figure 21:

5.3.3 EOPAR experiments

In this section, experiments have been performed, to gain more insight in the EOPAR algo
rithm. First an effect that is encoutered when the whitening filter adapts more slowly than
the response channel tracking filter is shown : fig. 22. The final misadjustment of a matched
LMS filter is lower than that of an EOPAR filter. As long as the whitening filter has not
converged, the whitening filter coefficients are small, which causes a small CTj , which causes a

p

smaller J[k] - see appendix C. So in the region that begins at the point where the response
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channel tracking filter has reached its steady state and the whitening filter is still converg
ing, and lasts until the whitening filter also has reached its steady state, ilk] will increase.
The experiment carried out has a relatively fast converging response channel tracking filter,
N = 16 and Q = 0.1, whilst the whitening filter is relatively slow: p = 6 and f3 = 0.002.
From this picture it follows that it is useless to use an adaptive whiteniner that converges
slower than the response channel tracking filter.

Slow whitening filter effects
0,.,,.-----.---.,..-----,---.,----,---,....--......,.-----,
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Figure 22: Slow whitening filter convergence

The EOPAR algorithm determined in 5.1, requires the multiplication of the residual signals
Ti[k] by a factor (1- ~)i. Because the maximum value of Q for which the algorithm converges
is smaller than 1, this factor is quite close to 1, if N becomes large, for any a. Therefore an
experiment has been carried out to investigate the performance of the EOPAR algorithm, if
this factor is equaled to 1, hence requiring p less multiplications. The experiment parameters
have been chosen in such a way that the factor (1 - 1V)i was small. The filterlength was set
to 16, a to 0.12 and p to 6. A low-pass response channel and a MA(l) signal with coefficient
-0.8 was chosen to compare the filters under 'worst' circumstances. In fig. 23 the results of
this experiment are depicted. As can be seen, even under these circumstances only a tiny
difference exists.

The EOPAR algorithm is, as the name indicates, performs best if AR signals are applied to
it. Therefore, an experiment with an AR(12) signal has been performed. The signal poles are
plotted in fig. 24.

These signal parameters are characteristic for a voiced speech signal, as in [1]. Voiced speech
is generated by using this AR(12) model. In fig. 25 this signal is applied to the EOPAR
filter for different values of p. The response channel is all-pass. From this picture it can be
seen, that EOPAR with p = 3 outperforms EOPAR with p = 12, where 12 is the number
of whitening filter coefficients theoretically required to completely decorrelate an AR( 12)
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signal. This result is not astonishing, because most poles of the AR(12) signal are small, and
additional whitening filter coefficients introduce additional noise, because the adaptive filter
coefficients fluctuate around their average value.
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Figure 25: Dynamic behaviour of EOPAR for an AR(12) input signal

The final misadjustment of the OPAR algorithm depends on N. This has been verified by
experiments for two signals, namely AR(1) containing a pole at 0.92, and AR(2) containing
poles at both 0.8 +0.2i and 0.8 - 0.2i. The results are plotted in fig. 26. In these pictures
it can be seen that the final misadjustment J very much depends on N : the larger N, the
closer J to the value reached by the algorithm in case of white noise, for the same Nand
Q. The final misadjustment for Q = 0.0125 is closer to that of white noise (-18.98 dB), than
that for Q = 0.2 (-6.0dB). Furthermore, for Q = 0.0125, the final misadjustment of the AR(2)
signal gets closer to that of the AR(l) signal as N increases, than for Q = 0.2.
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6 Conclusions

In this report filters using parametric update algorithms have been researched. Three al
gorithms have been dealt with, namely Orthogonal Projection for Auto Regressive signals
(OPAR), Efficient Orthogonal Projection for Auto Regressive signals (EOPAR) and Efficient
Projection for Auto Regressive signals (EPAR).

The OPAR algorithm as presented in [3], can not be realised for non-stationary response
channels. Because of its complexity this algorithm may only be efficient for small values of
the whitening filter length p, e.g. p ~ 4.

The EPAR algorithm cannot make the performance of the filter independent of the statistics
of the filter input signal, even if the outputsignal of the whitening filter is completely white.

The factor (1- ~)i, used to produce the residual signal Ti[k] in the EOPAR algorithm, may
be omitted.

Parametric update algorithms perform better as the filterlength N increases. Compared to
EOPAR, EPAR has a larger convergence area, which causes it to outperform EOPAR for
values ofthe adaptation constant a close to the border ofthe convergence are of EOPAR. For
small values of a, EOPAR outperforms EPAR. For AR signals, the difference in performance
between EPAR and EOPAR is larger than for MA signals, in favour ofthe EOPAR algorithm.

The number of coefficients required for the whitening filter must be based on the location
of the poles and zeros of the input signal in the unit circle. Poles close to the border of the
unit circle are compensated by one whitening filter coefficient. To compensate a zero close to
the unit circle - MA(1) signal with the signal coefficient close to 1 - for response channel
filters with a large number of coefficients, both the EOPAR and the EPAR algorithm perform
best, if about 6 whitening filter coefficients are chosen. The response channel tracking filter
performed optimal with a whitening filter of 3 coefficients, when an AR(12) was applied as
input signal.

For future research, it may be interesting to use the EOPAR or OPAR algorithm as an
acoustic echo canceller, because of two facts: First, speech can be modelled by using an
AR(p), signals for which EOPAR and OPAR perform best. Second, in filters using parametric
update algorithms, the whitening filter can track non-stationarities ofthe input signal, whilst
the response channel tracking filter can, as the name indicates, follow non-stationarities of
the response channel.
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(44)

(45)

A Dynamic behaviour of whitening filter for AR inputsignals

In this appendix formulas describing the dynamic behaviour of an adaptive whitening filter
that uses an NLMS update algorithm are presented in case of an AR inputsignal. The formu
las derived are only valid for a small adaptation constant p. A measure for the performance
of a whitening filter is the whiteness of its output signal, which can be determined by the
autocorrelation function (ACF) of that output signal. The ACF of a signal x is defined as:
Px(k, k - T) = E{x[k]x[k - Tn. For a stationary signal x, the autocorrelation function is
independent of k, hence can be written as rhox (T).

If (16) with substitution of (23) - these equations are only valid if the length of the
whitening filter equals the order of the AR filterinputsignaJ - is applied to the definition
of the autocorrelation function, the following expression, describing the ACF of the filter
outputsignal xp[k], is obtained:

pip(k, k - T) = E{xp[k]xp[k - Tn
= E{(n[k] - .4~r[k]~[k - IJ)(n[k - T] - ~r[k - T]~[k - 1 - TJ)}
= E{n[k]n[k - Tn
+ E{~r[k]~[k - 1]~r[k - T]~[k - 1 - Tn

E{~r[k]~[k - l]n[k -T]}

E{n[k].4pr [k - T]t~[k - 1 - Tn (43)

To facilitate the computation of the 4 components of this equation, first a look at· the (as
sumed) independencies between the signals in this equation will be taken.
From the recurrent relation that describes the dynamic behaviour of the difference vector
.4pr[k] (24)

2/3 2/3
.4pr [k + 1] = (I - 2~[k - 1]~t[k - l])gpr[k] + 2n[k]~[k - 1]

(fx (fx

it is obvious that for a small adaptation constant /3, variation in x[k - 1] and n[k] causes a
much smaller variation in dpr[k + 1]. Hence x and n are assumed to be independent of dpr :

{
xis assumed to be independent of d
n is assumed to be independent of d

Furthermore - note that (45) expresses a more stringent independency than (44) for nand
dpr , as far as the specified values of a and b are concerned :

{
a 2: b =? n[k - a] is independent of Qpr[k - b) (use (24))
a > b =? n[k - a] is independent of ~[k - b] (use (15))

For the computation of the 4 compononents describing Pip(k, k - T) only T 2: 0 is considered,
because p(k, k - T) is symmetrical around 0

nrl E{n[k]n[k - Tn = 8(O)(f~, because n[k] is white, and its signalpower equals (f~
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nr2 E{~r[k]~[k - I]~r[k - T]~[k - 1 - T]} will be computated analogous to a way used in
[3] :
T=O

Jpr[k] = E{4;,r[k]~[k - I]4;,r[kk[k - 1 - Tn

= E{~r[k]~[k - I]~t[k - I].4pr[k]}

~ E{4;,r[k]QQt E{~[k -I]~t[k - I]} QQt.4pr[kn (use (44))

= E{D~r[k]ADpr[k])
p-l

= ~(AlE{Dprl[k]Dprl [kn)
l=O

= trace{A~[k]}

(46) .

with QtRxxQ = A = diag(Ao, A}, ... , Ap-l)

Dpr[k] = Qt.4pr [k]

D~[k] = .4~r[k]Q

~[k] = E{Dpr[k]D~r[kn

T>O
Now E{~[k -I]~t[k-T-In is not a symmetric matrix, hence cannot be described using
a diagonal matrix containing its eigenvalues and a matrix containing its eigenvectors.

Jpr.. [k] = E{~t[k - I].4pr[k]4;,r[k - T]~[k - T - I]}

~ E{~t[k - I]Q E{Qt.4pr [k].G;,r[k - T]Q} Qt~[k - T - I]}

= E{~t[k - I]Q~T[k]Qt~[k - T - In

(47)

with ~1"[k] = E{Dpr[k]D~r[k - Tn

nr3 E{~r[k]~[k-I]n[k-T]}:For small f3 seperate.4~r[k] and~[k-I]n[k-T] under E{.} (44).
Because kliru E{dpr[k]} = 0 (due to the fact that in equation (24) E{n[k]~[k-I]) = 0),

-+00

it follows that this expression equals O.

nr4 E{n[k].4pr[k - T]t~[k - 1- T]} : Because n[k] is independent of other terms for all T ~ 0
(45) and E{n[k]} = 0, this expression equals O.

Now expression number 2 will be computated for T = 0 and T > 0, using the tactics described
in (46) and (47) respectively.

T = 0:

Rewrite (24) to obtain p uncoupled difference equations:

Dpr[k + 1] = (I - 2~ Qt~[k - I]~t[k - I]Q)Dpr[k] + 2~ Qtn[k]~[k - 1] (48)
ax ax
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thus:

Li.[k + 1] E{D1'r[k + I]D~r[k + In

E{(I - 2~ Qt~[k - 1]~t[k - I]Q)D1'r[k]
(1:&

.D~r[k](I - 2~ Qt~[k - I]xt[k - I]Q)}
(1:&

+ 4~2 E{Qt~[k _ I]n[k]nt[k]~t[k _ I]Q}
(1:&

First observe that in the la.st component of the expression above, n[k] is independent of
~[k - 1] (45). Hence these variables may be seperated under E{.}. Furthermore, the term
containing {32 and D1'r[k]D~r[k] - contained in the first component of the equation above
- is small compared to the terms containing f3 and D1'r[k]D~r[k] hence is negligible for a
small adaptation constant {3. Finally ~[k -1] and D1'r[k] may be seperated under E{.} (44).
Applying these three assumptions to the equation above yields:

(49)

1'-1
For the dynamic behaviour of a single component of E (AIE{D1'r/[k]D1'rl[kn) - see equation

1=0
(46) - only the diagonal elements of Li.[k] are needed. Hence a single component can be
written a.s:

(50)

using (46) and (49).
For the final value, reached in steady state, of this single component, the following expression
is derived:

The final misadjustment J = lim~ is computated using (46):
k-+oo (Tn

J = p{3

T > 0:

(with

If (48) is applied to D1'r[k -1]' ... , D1'r[k - T] recursively, the following expression is obtained

(I - 2~ Qt~[k _ 2]~t[k _ 2]Q) [ (I _ 2~ Qt~[k - 3]~t[k - 3]Q)
(1:& (1:&

... [ (I - ~Qt~[k - 1 - T]~t[k - 1 - T]Q)D1'r[k - T]
:&
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+2~Qtn[k _ T]~[k - 1 - T] ]
CTx

+... + 2~Qtn[k _ 2]~[k _ 3] ] + 2~Qtn[k - 1]~[k - 2] (51)
CTx CTx

Substitute Dp1"[k] by (51) in E{Dpr[k]D~r[k - Tn :
~T[k] = E{Dpr[k]D~r[k - Tn

= E{ [ (I - 2~ Qt~[k _ 2]~t[k - 2]Q) [ (I _ 2~ Qt~[k - 3]~t[k - 3]Q)
CTx CTx

'" [ (I - 2~ Qt~[k - 1 - T]~t[k - 1 - T]Q)Dpr[k - T]
CTx

+2~Qtn[k _ T]~[k - 1 - T] ]
CTx

+... + 2~Qtn[k _ 2]~[k _ 3] ] + 2~Qtn[k - 1]~[k - 2] ]D~r[k - T] }
CTx CTx

Observe that in this expression all products containing n[k -I] ,I = 1, ... , T equal 0 because
of the fact that in those products, n[k - I] is independent of the other factors (use (45)).
Furthermore, seperating x and Dpr under E{.} (44) and assuming that (I _~Qt~[k_i]~t[k_

II:

i]Q) and (I - ~Qt~[k - j]~t[k - j]Q) may be seperated under E{.} (small (3), brings:
II:

~T[k] = E{Dpr[k]~r[k - Tn
= E{ (I - 2~ Qt~[k _ 2]~t[k - 2]Q) (I _ 2~ Qt~[k - 3kt [k - 3]Q)

CTx CTx

'" (I - 2~ Qt~[k - 1 - T]~t[k - 1 - T]Q)Dpr[k - T]~r[k - T] }
CTx

~ (I - 2{3 Ay ~[k - T] (52)
CT~

For the final value, reached in steady state, of the elements of~ (use (49) and lim ~[k+ 1] =
k-+oo

lim ~[k]) the following expression can be derived:
k-+oo

{
(1 2/h .)T{3(T2 • _ .

lim ~ .. [k] = - -;;;"1 (T~n t - J
k T" O·..J. .

-+00 tTJ

Applying (52) to (49), the dynamcic behaviour of ~T[k] is described by :

(I - 2{3 Ay ~T[k+1] ~ (I - 2{3 Ay~T[k] - 2{3 A(I - 2{3 Ay~T[k]
CT2 CT2 CT2 CT2

x x x x

_ 2{3 (I _ 2{3 Ay~T[k]A+ 4{32 CT2A (53)
CT~ CT; CT: n

To computate the final value, reached in steady state, of J1'r.,. use the tactics described in
(47) :

lim J1'r.,,[k] = lim E{~t[k]Q~T[k]Qt~[k - Tn
k-+oo k-+oo

= E{~t[k] ( k~~ Q~T[k]Qt ) ~[k - Tn
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This last step may be performed if x is stationary, thus making E{~t[kk[k]} independent of
k. Applying (53) to the equation above:

lim Jpr,.[k] ~ E{~t[k]Q,B~~ (I - 2~ArQt~[k - Tn
k-+oo U:r; U:r;

< ,Bu} E{~t[k]QIQtdk _ Tn
U:r;

= p,Bu;p:r;~)
U:r;

This ends the computation of the fourth component of (43).

If the four previously computated components of (43) are put together, an expression de
scribing the final value of PipeT), reached in steady state, is obtained:
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(54)

(55)

B Dynamic behaviour of whitening filter for MA input sig
nals

In this appendix formulas describing the dynamic behaviour of a NLMS whitening filter 
described in section 2 - are derived, in case of a MA inputsignal. The formulas derived are
only valid for a small adaptation constant (3. A measure for the performance of a whitening
filter is the whiteness of its output signal, which can be determined by the autocorrelation
function (ACF) of that output signal.
The ACF of a signal x is defined as: p~(k, k - T) = E{x[k]x[k - Tn.
The following definition

v[k-p-l] == Q~+l~[k-p-l]

applied to (26), which describes the filter outputsignal xp[k], brings:

xp[k] = n[k] +fl~r[k]~[k - 1] +v[k - p - 1]

This equation applied to the definition of the autocorrelation thus will be a measure for the
whitening filter performance for MA input signals:

PXp(T) = E{xp[k]xp[k - Tn
= E{ (n[k] - (fl~r[k]~[k - 1] - v[k - p - I)) )

·(n[k - T] - (g;r[k - T]~[k - 1 - T] - v[k - p - 1- T)) ) }
= E{n[k]n[k - Tn

E{(g;r[kldk - 1] - v[k - p - l))n[k - T]}

E{n[k](.tr[k - T]~[k - 1 - T] - v[k - p - 1 - T))}
+ E{v[k - p - l]v[k - p - 1 - Tn

E{~r[k]~[k - l]v[k - p - 1 - Tn
E{v[k - p - l]fl~r[k - Tldk - 1 - Tn

+ E{.4:,r[k]~[k - 1].4:,r[k - T]~[k - 1 - T]}

To facilitate the computation of the 7 components of this equation, first some independencies
between the signals in this equation will be determined.

From the recurrent relation of the difference vector flpr[k] (apply (54) to (27))

flpr[k + 1] = (I - 2~~[k - 1]~t[k - 1))4pr[k]
a~

2(3+ 2(n[k]~[k - 1] +v[k - p - 1]~[k - I))
a~

it is obvious that for small adaptation constant (3, variation in x[k - 1], n[k] and v[k - p - 1]
causes a much smaller variation in dpr[k +1]. Hence x, n and v are assumed to be independent
of dpr .

{

xis assumed to be independent of d
n is assumed to be independent of d
II is assumed to be independent of d
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(56)

Furthermore - note that (56) describes a more stringent independency than (55) for nand
d, as far as the specified values of a and b is concerned :

{

a ~ b =? n[k - a] is independent of dpr[k - b] (use (27))
a> b =? n[k - a] is independent of ~[k - b] (use (19))
a ~ b =? n[k - aJ is independent of v[k - b - 1] (use (54))

For the computation ofthe 7 components describing pip(k,k - r), only r ~ 0 is considered,
because p(k, k - r) is symmetrical around zero.

nrl E{n[k]n[k - rn = I5(O)O'~, because n[k] is white and its signalpower equals O'~.

nr2 Split expression into two components:

• First component: dpr[kJ is independent of ~[k - 1J and n[k - rJ (55), hence

E{~r[k]~[k - 1]n[k - rn ~ E{~r[knE{~k- 1Jn[k - r]}

where: (use (19))

E{~[k - 1]n[k - rn = (b-r-h b-r-2, ... , b-r_p)t

• Second component:

E{v[k - p - 1]n[k - rn = E{~+I~[k - p - 1Jn[k - r]} =

{ o<r~p 0
r > p (ap+I, ... , a-r )t(bT _ 1_ p , ••• , bo) b:c = 0 if x > r (see (19))

nr3 E{n[k](dpr[k - r]x[k -1- r] - v[k - p-1- rn} equals zero because n[kJ is independent
of all the other variables (56) and E{n[k]} = o.

nr4 Apply (54) to I/[k - P - 1J :

E{v[k - p -1]v[k - p -1 - rn = E{q~+I~[k - 1J~t[k - 1- rJgp+I+-r}

= ~+IR:c:c(r)gp+I+-r

with:

gp+l+-r = (ap+l+-r, ... , aoo)t
R:c:c(r) = E{~[kkt[k - r]}

nr5 dpr[k] is independent of ~[k - 1] and v[k - p - 1 - r] (55), thus

E{~r[k]~[k - 1]v[k - p - 1 - rn ~ E{~r[k]}E{~[k- 1]v[k - p - 1 - r]}

with:

(57)

E{~[k - 1Jv[k - p - 1 - rn = (g~+I.e(r +p),g~+Ie(r +p - 1), .. .,g~+le(r +1))t

eel) = (p(l),p(l+ 1), ... ,p(oo))t
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nr6 : Qpr[k - T] is independent of ~[k - 1 - T] and v[k - p - 1] (55), thus

E{~r[k - T]~[k - 1 - T]v[k - p - I]} ~ E{~r[k - T]}E{~[k - 1 - T]v[k - p - I]}

with:

nr7 The tactics to computate E{~r[k]~[k-1]fli,r[k - Tl~[k -1- Tn are similar to those used
to computate this term in appendix A: (46) for T = 0 and (47) for T > o.

T =0:

Rewrite (27) (with substitution of v[k - p - 1] (54) ) to obtain p uncoupled difference
equations:

= (I - 2~ Qt~[k - 11~.t[k - l]Q)Dpr [k]
u:r;

+ 2,8Qt(n[k] +v[k - p - 1])~[k - 1] (58)

hence the following recurrent relation can be derived for ~[k] :

~[k +1] = E{Dpr[k + I]D~r[k + In

= E{(I - 2~ Qt~[k _ 1]~t[k _ I]Q)Dpr [k]12.;,r[k](I _ 2~ Qt~[k - l]xt [k - l]Q)}
u:r; U:r;

+ E{(I - 2~ Qt~[k _ l]~t[k _ I]Q)Dpr[k]2~ (nt[k] +vt[k - p - l])~t[k - l]Q}
U:r; U:r;

+ E{2~ Qt~[k _ l](n[k] +v[k _ p - l])D~r[k](I _ 2~ Qt~[k - l]~t[k - I]Q)}
U:r; u:r;

4,82
+ -4E{Qt~[k - l](n[k] +v[k - p - l])(nt[k] +vt[k - p -1])~t[k - I]Q}

U:r;

The four components of the equation above will be examined :

1 E{(I - ~Qt~[k - l]~t[k - l]Q)Dpr[k]D~r[k](I - ~Qt~[k - l]xt[k - l]Q)}
s s

The component containing ,82 and Dpr[k]Dprt[k] is small compared to the components
containing,8 and Dpr [k]Dprt [k], if,8 is small. For the remaining components, the follow
ing equations can be derived - again ~[k - 1] and D[k] are assumed to be independent
(55):

_ 2~ E{Qt~[k _ l]~t[k - l]QDpr[k]D~r[kn
u:r;

_ 2~ E{Dpr[k]D~r[k]Qt~[k _ l]~t[k _ I]Q}
U:r;

E{Dpr[k]D~r[kn
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2 E{(I - ~Qt~[k - 1]~t[k - I]Q)Dpr[k]~(nt[k] +vt[k - p - 1])~t[k - I]Q}
~ ~

First (I - *Qt~[k - 1]~t[k - I]Q) ~ 1 for small {3. Furthermore, the component
~

containing In[k] equals zero, because n[k] is independent of both ~t[k - 1] and Dpr[k]
(56) and E{n[kn = O. What remains is:

E{Dpr[k]2~ vt[k - p - 1]~t[k - I]Q}
(Tx

= 2~ E{Qt4pr[k]vt[k _ p -1]~t[k - I]Q}
(Tx

~ ~E{Qteo,o[k]Q}
x

with:

(59)

where again dis seperated from x and v under E{.}

3 E{~Qt~[k -1](n[k] +v[k - p - I])D~r[k](1 - ¥Qt~[k - 1]~t[k - I]Q)}
~ ~

First (I - ¥Qt~[k - 1]~t[k - I]Q) ~ 1 for small {3. Furthermore, the component
~

containing In[k] equals zero, because n[k] is independent of both dk - 1] and D~r[k]

(56) and E{n[kn = O. What remains is:

E{2~ Qt~[k - l]v[k - p - In
(Tx

= 2~ E{Qt~[k _ l]v[k - p - 1]4;r[k]Q}
(Tx

~ 2~E{Qteb o[k]Q}
(Tx '

4 ~E{Qtdk - 1](n[k] +v[k - p -1])(nt[k] +vt[k - p - 1])~t[k - I]Q}
~

The components containing n[k] equal zero, because n[k] is independent of ~[k - 1] and
v[k - p - 1] (56) and E{n[kn = O. So there remains:

• E{Qt~[k - l]v2 [k - p - 1]~t[k - I]Q}
Though ~[k - 1] is not independent of v[k - p - 1] - x[k - p], which is contained
in ~[k - 1], is correlated with x[k - p - 1], which is contained in v[k - p - 1], (use
(19» - for large p only small correlation will exist and thus seperation under E{.}
may be justified.

E{Qt~[k -1]v2 [k - p - 1]~t[k - I]Q}
~ E{Qt~[k -1]~t[k -1]Q}E{v2 [k - p - In
= AE{v2 [k - p - In

with:

E{v2[k - p - In = E{!!;+I~[k - p - 1]~t[k - P - 1]!!p+d

= g,~+1 Rxx!!p+1
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• E{Qt~[k - l]n2[k]~t[k - I]Q}
n[k] is still independent of ~[k - 1] (56):

E{Qt~[k - l]n2[k]~t[k -1]Q} = E{Qt~[k - l]l[k - 1]Q}E{n2[k]}
- 2A- O'n

If the results of the four components previously examined are put together:

[ 2{3 [ 2{3 [] 4{32 (2 t )
~[k +1] ~ ~ k] - 2~ k]A - 2A~ k +A-4 O'n +!!v+IRxxg,1'+IO'x O'x O'x

+ 2~Qt00,0[k]Q + 2~Qt0b,0[k]Q
O'x O'x

(60)

lim J1'r[k] = lim
k-+oo k-+oo

This expression applied to the definition ofthe filter's performance measure Jpr[k] - see (46)
- brings the following equation, describing the dynamic behaviour, for small (3, of a single

1'-1
component in the summation E(AIE{D1'rl[k]D1'rl[k]}) from equation (46):

1=0

4{3 []12} 4{32 2( 2 t )(1 - 2AI)AIE{ID1'rl k +-4Al O'n +!!v+lRxx!!1'+lO'x O'x

+ ~ AI(Qt00,0[k]Q)1l +~ AI(Qt0b,0[k]Q)1l
x x

where All denotes element II of matrix A.
The final value, reached in steady state, of AIE{ID1'r, [k]l2}, is given by:

lim AIE{ID1'rl[kW} = (32 AI( O'~ +g,~+IRxxg,1'+I)
k-+oo O'x

+ ~(Qt00,0[k]Q)1l + ~(Qt0b,0[k]Q)1l

Applying the definition of J1'r[k] (46)
1'-1

J1'r[k] = L(AIE{D1'rl[k]D1'rl[k]})
1=0

to (46) to obtain the final value, in steady state, of J1'r :

1'-1 (3
L 2AI(O'~ +g,~+IRxxg,1'+l)
1=0 O'x
1+ 2 trace(Qt(00,0[k] +0b,0[k])Q)

(61)

For the further elaboration of the last equation, first trace(Qt00,0[k]Q), which is defined as
trace(Qt E{!lpr[k]}E{vt[k - p - 1]~t[k - I]}Q), will be rewritten using the following equality:

trace(Qt E{g,}E{!l}Q) = trace(E{A}E{Bt})
p-l

= L E{Ai}E{Bi}
i=O

= E{Bt}E{A} = E{!lQ}E{Qtg,}

= E{ll}QQtE{g,}

= E{Qt}E{g,}
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Thus:

trace(Qt0 0,0[k]Q) = trace(Qt E{4pr[knE{lIt[k - p - 1]~t[k - 1nQ)

= E{lIt[k - p - 1]~t[k -lnE {4pr [kn

Using the fact that E{lI[k - p - 1]~[k - 1n is independent of k and (28):

lim trace(Qt000[k]Q) = klim E{lIt[k - p - 1]~t[k -1nE{4pr[kn
k.....oo ' .....00

l ~~ E{4pr [kn

'lR-cy_ xx_

with:

(63)

1. = (.q~+Ie(p), g~+Ie(p - 1), ... ,g~+Ie(1»t

Because (QtAQ)t = QtAtQ, the final value of Qt0b.oQ is the transposed version of the final
p-l

value of Qt 0 0•oQ. Applying the equation above to (61), and using I: Al = PO';, for the final
1=0

value, in steady state, of Jpr , the following expression can be derived :

k~~ Jpr[k] = p{3(O'~ +g~+lRxxgp+d + lR;;1.

T> 0:

The calculation for T > 0 will not be analogous with that of appendix A, because otherwise
it would turn out to be very difficult to calculate the final value, in steady state, of Jprr .
Instead, first ~i+l is expressed in terms of ~i. The following equality is obtained by applying
equation (58) to Dpr[k] :

~i+l[k] E{Dpr[k]D~r[k - i-In

E{ ( (I - 2~ Qt~[k - 2]~t[k - 2]Q)Dpr[k - 1]
O'x

+ 2~Qt(n[k _ 1] + lI[k - P - 2])~[k - 2] ) . D~r[k - i - 1n
O'x

Observe that in this expression the component containing n[k - 1] equals 0, because n[k - 1]
is independent of both ~[k - 2] and D~r[k - i-I] (use (56». Furthermore split d and x
under E { .} (55). These observations applied to the last equation bring:

(64)

Using this last equation, ~'T can be expressed in terms of ~ - note that every time ~j[k - a]
is substituted by ~j-tlk - 1 - a] the time index of ~ changes, causing the suffixes of 0 to
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change accordingly :

(65)

(66)

(67)

D..[k + 1]

This expression applied to (47) describes the dynamic behaviour of D.. r • To computate the
final value of D..n first the final value of D..[k] is determined. Restating (60):

2f3 2f3 4f32 2 t )
~ D..[k] - 2D..[k]A - 2 AD..[k] +A-4 (O'n +.!!p+!Rxx.!!p+!

O'x O'x O'x
2f3 t [ 2f3 t t [ ]+ 2 Q So,o k]Q + 2 Q So,o k Q
O'x O'x

To computate the final values ofthe matrix elements of D.., first observe that lim D..[k +1] =
k-+oo

lim D..[k]. Furthermore, for the computation of the final value of Si,j[k] proceed according
k-+oo
to (63). Note that the final value of S does neither depend on i nor on j:

lim S· ·[k]
k

~,J
-+00

= klim E{4pr [k - inE{vt[k - j - p - 1]~t[k - j - 1n
-+00

= lim E{4pr[k - i]}-yt
k-+oo -

= R-l"txx __ (68)

In equation (67), A( O'~ +.!!~+l Rxx.!!p+!) contains only diagonal element, whilst QtSQ and
QtstQ contain both diagonal and non-diagonal elements. So only QtSQ and QtstQ influence
the non-diagonal elements of matrix D.. (use (67)). The computation of the final values of
the matrix elements of D.. is splitted into two parts accordingly. First the influence of QtSQ
and QtstQ on the elements of D..[oo] is determined.

lim Qt(So,o[k] + S& o[k])Q )
k-+oo '

Qt(R;;1.l + rlR;;)Q

Qt(R;;QQtrlt + lrtQQtR;;)Q

= A-lrrt + rrtA-l

The solution for this equation is

which simply can be checked by way of substitution. The influence of A( O'~ + .!!~+l Rxx.!!p+!)
on the final value of the diagonal elements of D..[k] is straightforward, and adding the results
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brings:

lim .6.[k] = .82(0"~+Q;+lRxxQp+I) + A-II ItA-I
k-+oo O"x

(69)

The following prove, deriving an expression for the elements of .6.r [oo] uses Tnl-+en(Volledige
Inductie).
Suppose that

(70)

The first induction step for p = 0 holds: equation (69).
Now (70) has to be proven for p +1. To do so, first (64) is rewritten for k --+ 00, using (68)

Thus (70) also holds for p + 1. This completes the proof.

For the final value of Jprr[k] proceed according to (47).

k~~ Jprr[k] = k~~ E{~t[k - l]Q.6.r [k]Qtdk - 1 - T]}

E{~t[k - l](k~~ Q~r[k]Qt)~[k - 1 - Tn
< E{~t[k - l]QI .82 (O"~ +Q~+IRxxQp+l)Qt~[k - 1 - T]

O"x
+ E{~t[k -l]Q A-II ItA-I Qt~[k -1- Tn

PX(T)P~ (O"~ +Q~+lRxxQp+d
O"x

+ E{(A -1Iy(~t[k - l]Q)t(Qt~[k _ 1 - TDt(ItA-I)}

= PX(T)P~(O"~ +~+lRxxQp+l)
O"x

+ E{ItA-IQt~[k - l]~t[k - 1 - T]QA-II}

Px(T)P~ (O"~ +Q~+l RxxQp+I)
O"x '

+ E{ItQtQA-IQt~[k _ l]~t[k _ 1 - T]QA-IQtQI}

Px(T) P~ (O"~ +Q;+l RxxQp+I )
O"x
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This ends the computation of Jpr". for MA signals.
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C Dynamic behaviour of the OPAR algorithm

In this appendix formulas describing the dynamic behaviour of the OPAR algorithm are
derived. Restating the formula describing ark] :

ark + 1] = E{D[k + I]Dt[k + I]}

= E{(I - ::~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)D[k]Dt[k](I - ::~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)}
:Z:p :Z:p

- ::~ E{(I - ;:~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)D[k]s~[k]i~[k]Q}
:Z:p :Z:p

- ::~ E{Qtip[k]sp[k]Dt[k](I - ::~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)}
:Z:p :Z:p

+ N~:21 E{Qtip[k]sp[k]s~[k]i~[k]Q}
:Z:p

First it is assumed that ~[k] is independent of both sl[k] and s[k] (39).
Secondly E{ip[k]i~[k]} ~ C1~pI = C1~pQtIQ, where C1~p is assumed to be stationary, but
this is only true ifthe whitening filter coefficients do not influence ip[k] anymore. Using these
assumptions, the equation above can be rewritten as:

ark +1] ~ ark] - 2a I ark] _ ark] 2a I
N N

+ N~:2~ E{Qtip[k]i~[k]Qa[k]Qtip[k]i~[k]Q}
:Z:p

- ;:~ E{(I - ;:~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)D[k]s~[k]i~[k]Q}
:Z:p :Z:p

- N2:~ E{Qtip[k]sp[k]Dt[k](I - ;:~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)}
:Z:p :Z:p

2

+ N~:~ I· E{sp[k]s~[k]}
:Z:p

(71)

For the computation of E{Qtip[k]i~[k]Qa[k]Qtip[k]i~[k]Q},which starts to playa role as a
becomes large, there is proceeded according to [2], where, assuming a complex circular Gaus
sian distribution function for the elements of vector Qt~, the following result was obtained:

Again using the approximation that xp[k] is white, this can be rewritten as:

E{Qtip[k]~[k]a[k]ip[k]~[k]} ~ 2C1:pa[k] + C1:ptrace{a[k]}I

If for the computation of E{(I - N~~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q).mk]~[k]i~[k]Q} and its transposed
ip

version in equation (71), the assumed independencies in (39) are applied then because
x is independent of both sand d, x, hence xp may be seperated under E{.}, and because
E{x} = E{xp } = 0 this whole term would equal o. Ifhowever D[k] is rewritten using equation
(42), which describes the dynamic behaviour of the difference vector, it turns out that this
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term does not equal 0 at all. A complete analysis of this whole term is quite complex because
of the presence of third powers of ip[k]. To ease up the computation, the two factors which
form this term are seperated under E{.} :

E{(I - N2~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)D[k]~[k]i~[k]Q} ~ (1- ~)D[k]~[k]i~[k]Q}
Xp

This approximation may be validated for small u. Note that though this approximation will
influence the :final value of .6.[k], it does not influence the convergence area of the OPAR
algorithm, because this term does not contain .6.[k]. Thus proceeding the computation of this
term:

E{D[k]ip[k]sp[k]Q} = E{ [ (I - ::~ Qtip[k - 1]~[k - 1]Q)
Xp

·D[k - 1] - N2U2 Qtip[k - 1]sp[k - 1] ]
uXp

'i~[k]sp[k]Q }

~ (1- ~ )E{D[k - 1]ip[k]sp[k]Q}

-N2~ E{Qtip[k - 1]sp[k -1]i~[k]s~[k]Q}
uXp

This is a recurrent relation. The last component of this relation contains two different time
samples of sp. Because sp is a coloured signal, this last component may be different from O.
The recurrent relation stated for index i - 1 in D[k - (i - 1)] :

E{D[k - i +1)]ip[k]sp[k]Q} = (1- ~)E{D[k- i]ip[k]sp[k]Q}

- N
2U

2 E{Qtip[k - i]sp[k - i]i~[k]s~[k]Q}
uxp

For E{Qtip[k - i]sp[k - i]i~[k]s~[k]Q} the following relation can be derived:

E{Qtip[k - i]sp[k - i]i~[k]s~[k]Q} = QtE{i[k - i]it[k]}E{sp[k - i]s~[k]}Q

o

= u~ Qt
Xp

o

0 Pip(i) 0 0

0

Pip(i) Q

0

0

From equation (41), which describes sp[k], the Pip (T) can easily be derived, assuming s[k] is
white. Hence the maximum value of T, for which the autocorrelation function does not equal
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0, is p. Combining the results found lead to :

- 202 E{(I - N
20

2 Qt~p[k]~[k]Q)D[k]~[k]~[k]Q}
NCT- CT-$p $p

:~ E{Qt~p[k]sp[k]Dt[k](I- :~ Qtip[k]i~[k]Q)}
$p $p

~ QtSQ

where

0 fPsp(l) fPpsp(p) 0

fPsp(l) 0 fPs p(l) fPpsp(p)

402
fPsp(l)

S =
N2CT~ fPpsp(p)

$p

0

o

o

Combining the results found so far:

jPPsp(p)
o fPpsp(p)

fPsp(l)
fPsp(l) 0

ark + 1]

where

Rewriting this formula as:

where

A = (1 _ 40 + 80
2

)1 40
2

1 . 1t
N N2 + N2- -

(72)

For the determination of the convergence area and the final misadjustment there is proceeded
according to [2].

The convergence area is determined by the fact that the eigenvalues of A must be smaller
than 1. This leads to

o
-- < 1
1-0
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For the determination of the final misadjustment, first the final value of ~[k] is computated
- use (72)

~[oo] = (I - A)-l 40
2

QtFQ
N2(1~

Xp

To determine the inverse matrix (I - A)-I, the Barlett formula is used:

4a2

(I - A)-l - (I - N'J: I)
- 1 + 4a21tIl

N'J:- -

Thus for the final misadjustment, which can be rewritten as follows:

the following expression can be derived:

J =
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